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Russians attempt to reach the border crossing with Georgia in September 2022. AP / TASS

Russia’s powerful Federal Security Service (FSB) has begun summoning men who have
recently returned to the country after long absences during last year's nationwide
mobilization campaign, Russian investigative news website iStores reported on Thursday. 

Several residents of Siberia’s Omsk region told iStories they had received phone calls asking
them to attend the local FSB office. 

One eligible conscript told the outlet he had fled Russia the day President Vladimir Putin
announced a “partial” mobilization on Sept. 21, only returning last month. 

Another told iStories "the dialogue was approximately as follows: 'Hello, could you come to
our address tomorrow, we need to interview you about why you recently left the country',"
adding that "nobody went to the interrogation, of course."

An FSB officer confirmed making such calls to iStories, describing the requests as "routine

https://istories.media/news/2023/04/05/fsb-nachala-vizivat-na-besedu-rossiyan-uezzhavshikh-ot-mobilizatsii-za-granitsu/


questioning."

Related article: Kremlin Denies Second Mobilization as Military Offices ‘Clarify’ Data of Draft-
Eligible Men

"Not even an interrogation. We'll talk to you, we'll draw up a record of the questioning, and
you can go home quietly. That's our job," an unnamed FSB officer said.

Activists based elsewhere in the country told iStories that the type of calls being made by the
Omsk FSB had not yet been reported in other regions of Russia. 

Up to 1 million people are estimated to have fled Russia during last year’s mobilization drive,
which sought to drum up some 300,000 new recruits for the army amid widely reported
military defeats in Ukraine. 

While Putin has declared an end to the draft, experts contend that a simple declaration has no
legal value without a signed decree. 

Independent Russian journalists reported earlier this year that a comprehensive database of
men eligible for conscription had been developed by the authorities since then, and that
anyone in the database would find themselves unable to leave the country in the event of a
fresh mobilization wave. 

Concerns have also grown recently as Russian lawmakers moved to adopt legislation that
simplifies call-up procedures for military enlistment officers.
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